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Abstract
Entity Linking (EL) is the task of resolving mentions to referential entities in
a knowledge base, which facilitates applications such as information retrieval,
question answering, and knowledge base population. In this paper, we propose
a novel embedding method specifically designed for EL. The proposed model
jointly learns word and entity embeddings which are located in different dis-
tributed spaces, and a bilinear model is introduced to simulate the interaction
between words and entities. We treat EL as a ranking problem, and utilize
a pairwise learning-to-rank framework with features constructed with learned
embeddings as well as conventional EL features. Experimental results show the
proposed model produces effective embeddings which improve the performance
of our EL algorithm. Our method yields the state-of-the-art performances on
two benchmark datasets CoNLL and TAC-KBP 2010.
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1. Introduction
Entity Linking (EL) aims to link mentions to referential entities in a knowl-
edge base (KB), which is a crucial technique to discover knowledge in texts and
would facilitate different applications such as information retrieval, question
answering, and knowledge base population. Wikipedia not only has abundant5
structural information, but also includes massive unstructured text information,
so it is frequently chosen as the referential KB in the previous work. We also
choose Wikipedia as our referential KB in this paper.
EL is a challenging problem because human language is ambiguous. For
example, the mention Spurs in Figure 1 has more than ten potential entities in10
KB, and the correct referential entity is San Antonio Spurs which is a basketball
team. Derived from the distributional hypothesis [1], it is supposed entities are
evidenced by context they occur in. For instance, as shown in Figure 1, context
word (championships) and entities (NBA, Boston Celtics, Los Angeles Lakers,
Chicago Bulls) are all strong evidences for understanding the mention Spurs.
The Spurs' five NBA championships are the fourth most in history behind only the 
Boston Celtics (17), Los Angeles Lakers (16), and Chicago Bulls (6).
San Antonio Spurs
Boston Celtics Los Angeles Lakers Chicago Bulls
Spur (horse) Witbank Spurs ...
Figure 1: An example of Entity Linking. The bold words (Spurs, Boston Celtics, Los
Angeles Lakers, Chicago Bulls) in the given sentence are mentions, and the corresponding
potential entities are marked with boxes. Both mentions and entities usually consist of one
or more words. For an instance, as for the mention Spurs, there list three potential entities,
and the correct entity is San Antonio Spurs which is marked with a solid box.
15
In recent years, it has been growing more interest in learning distributed
representation of words [2] and entities [3]. Several works have been proposed
to use word and entity embeddings in EL. Huang et al. [4] propose a method
to learn entity embeddings, which are used to compute entity coherence. En-
tities are linked by maximizing the global coherence of assigned entities. But20
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previous work [5] shows it would be helpful to take context words into consid-
eration. Yamada et al. [6] suppose word and entity embeddings located in the
same distributed space, and propose a specific joint embedding model for EL.
However, words and entities have different distributed spaces. This is based on
the intuition that entities usually consist of one or more words, and the scales25
of words and entities in text are also different. The method in [7] maps words
and entities into different distributed spaces and uses a neural tensor network to
model interaction between words and entities. However, the tensor network has
too many parameters, which is computationally expensive and requires more
training data.30
In this paper, we propose a novel bilinear joint learning model (BJLM) to
learn word and entity embeddings, which are supposed to locate in different
distributed spaces. BJLM extends the skip-gram [2] framework by injecting
a bilinear model to simulate the interaction between words and entities. For
ranking candidate entities, we use a pairwise boosting regression tree (PBRT)35
model [8], whose input includes features constructed with learned embeddings
and conventional EL features.
We evaluate our method on two benchmark datasets: CoNLL and TAC-
KBP 2010. Experimental results show BJLM produce effective embeddings
which benefit the EL algorithm. Our proposed method outperforms the state-40
of-the-art methods on both datasets. Our contributions include the following
three aspects: (i) Our EL algorithm achieves state-of-the-art performance on
two standard EL datasets. (ii) We propose a bilinear joint learning model for
embeddings learning and make it open source; (iii) We investigate a boosting
regression tree model with a pairwise loss function for EL.45
2. Related Work
Entity Linking has been widely studied in the last decade. EL algorithms are
mainly divided into two categories. Algorithms in a local paradigm link entities
by comparing the similarity between context information of a mention and the
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corresponding candidate entities in KB. Global paradigm assumes that entities50
occurred in the same document would have a high global coherence. Here we
review some recent works related to our approach.
Traditional one-hot representation of words would come across the sparsity
problem. Embedding is a popular and effective method to represent words with
vectors of a specific dimension. Skip-gram [2] is an embedding model which55
aims to train word embeddings that are helpful to predict context words. Given
a word w and a context word wc, it tries to maximize to probability P (wc|w)
via a softmax process. However, in order to compute P (wc|w), it needs to scan
the whole vocabulary whose size is usually large, and the cost is expensive.
Skip-gram uses negative sampling (NEG) which simplifies noise contrastive es-60
timation (NCE) method [9] for computing the probability approximately. Our
proposed embedding models are extensions of skip-gram.
Several graph-based approaches which are based on Wikipedia link structure
are proposed. Alhelbawy and Gaizauskas [10] use the PageRank [11] algorithm
to rank all entity candidates collectively. Pershina et al. [12] use the Person-65
alized PageRank (PPR) [13] to combine local and global information. These
methods construct a graph whose nodes are mention-entity pairs, and rank all
nodes via a random walk process. However, it is not convenient to model various
information via a single graph.
Several works use neural networks to solve EL task. Huang et al. [4] uti-70
lize a deep neural network (DNN) to learn entity embeddings, and use a semi-
supervised graph regularization model to rank candidate entities collectively. Hu
et al. [14] utilize Wikipedia’s category as structured knowledge to improve entity
embeddings, and use a model to maximize the global coherence among assigned
entities. However, these methods learn entity embeddings independently with-75
out interaction with words. Yamada et al.[6] propose a joint learning method to
map words and entities into the same continuous vector space, and use a gradi-
ent boosting regression trees (GBRT) model to rank candidate entities. But it
is restrictive to assume words and entities are located in the same distributed
space. Sun et al. [7] propose a tensor neural network to model interaction of80
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mention, context and entity, and use a local method to rank candidate entities.
However, the tensor network is computationally expensive and requires more
training data. Matthew et al. [15] use convolutional neural networks to model
semantic correspondence between a mention’s context and a candidate entity,
and rank candidate entities with a final logistic regression layer.85
Different from previous EL studies, we propose BJLM to learn word and
entity embeddings which are located in different distributed spaces. Moreover,
we investigate PBRT for ranking candidate entities and introduce some new
useful features constructed on the learned embeddings.
3. Methodology of Joint Learning90
3.1. Simplified Joint Learning Model
Words and entities are used alternately in natural language, so their embed-
dings should interact with each other in the learning process. It would have a
semantic gap if the embeddings are learned independently [6]. We first propose
a Simplified Joint Learning Model (SJLM). SJLM learns word and entity em-
beddings located in the same space. Formally, given a sequence of N strings
consisting of words and entities s1, s2, ..., sN , SJLM aims to maximize the fol-
lowing objective
LS =
N∑
i=1
∑
sc∈context(si)
logPS(sc|si) (1)
where si is the target string and context(si) represents context strings of si.
The conditional probability is computed as
PS(sc|si) = exp(e(vsi ,vsc))∑
s′c∈S exp(e(vsi ,vs′c))
(2)
where S is the set of all words and entities in training corpus. SJLM is similar
to skip-gram except that it learns both word and entity embeddings.
3.2. Bilinear Joint Learning Model
SJLM learns word and entity embeddings in the same space. However,
entities usually consist of one or more words, and the scales of words and entities
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in text are different. Based on this intuition, we suppose word and entity located
in different distributed spaces. Inspired by the work [16], we introduce a bilinear
model to simulate the interaction between two embeddings. Formally, let ve ∈
Rd1 denote an entity embedding, vw ∈ Rd2 denote a word embedding and MB ∈
Rd1×d2 denote a projection matrix. The bilinear model is defined as fb(ve,vw) =
v>e MBvw. It is noted the projection matrix MB only works between an entity
Figure 2: Two instances of BJLM. The left one uses a target word wt to predict context strings
which contain two words wt−1, wt+2 and an entity et+1. The right one uses a target entity
et to predict context strings which contain two words wt−1 wt+2 and an entity et+1. When
the target string and the context string are in different types of embeddings, the projection
matrix is used to solve the space gap.
embedding and a word embedding. When the parameters of fb are both entity
or word embeddings, MB decays to an identity matrix with the same dimension
of parameters. We define the complete bilinear model
f(v1,v2) =
v
>
1 MBv2 I(v1,v2) = 0
v>1 v2 I(v1,v2) = 1
(3)
where v1 and v2 are embeddings (entity embeddings or word embeddings), and
I(v1,v2) is an indicator function whose value is 1 only when v1 and v2 are
in the same distributed space. We use f to replace the energy function e in
Equation 2 for the probability computation and get
PB(sc|si) = exp(f(vsi ,vsc))∑
s′c∈S exp(f(vsi ,vs′c))
(4)
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Afterwards, replacing PS(sc|si) in Equation 1 with PB(sc|si), we get an ob-
jective function LB . Formally, given a sequence of strings s1, s2, ..., sN , the
objective LB is defined as
LB =
N∑
i=1
∑
sc∈context(si)
logPB(sc|si) (5)
where si is the target string, and context(si) represents context strings of si.95
Word and entity embeddings would be produced when maximizing the objec-
tive LB , and the interaction between embeddings is modeled by the projection
matrix MB . Figure 2 shows two instances to describe how BJLM works.
3.3. Training
Because of the large number of words and entities in training corpus, the
computation cost of probabilities PS(sc|si) and PB(sc|si) is expensive. Follow-
ing [17], we also use NEG method to compute the probabilities approximately.
The NEG objective of LB is
logσ(f(vsi ,vsc)) +
k∑
i=1
Es′c ∼ Pn(si)[logσ(−f(vsi ,vs′c))]
(6)
Since the parameters of function f include word and entity embeddings, the
corresponding derivatives are
∂f
∂vsi
=
vsc I(vsi ,vsc) = 1MBvsc I(vsi ,vsc) = 0 (7)
∂f
∂vsc
=
vsi I(vsi ,vsc) = 1M>Bvsi I(vsi ,vsc) = 0 (8)
∂f
∂MB
=
0 I(vsi ,vsc) = 1v>sivsc I(vsi ,vsc) = 0 (9)
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where I(vsi ,vsc) is the indicator function mentioned in Section 3.2. We use
stochastic gradient descent (SGD) to train Equation 6, and the parameter up-
dating formulas are
vsi = vsi + η ∗ [l − σ(f(vsi ,vsc))]
∂f
∂vsi
vsc = vsc + η ∗ [l − σ(f(vsi ,vsc))]
∂f
∂vsc
(10)
MB = MB + η ∗ [l − σ(f(vsi ,vsc))]
∂f
∂MB
where vsi is an embedding of the target string, vsc is an embedding of the100
context string, η is the learning rate and l denotes a label whose value is 1
when sc is a true context string, otherwise 0 when s
′
c is sampled from the noise
distribution Pn(si). This noise distributions of words and entities are both
unigram distributions raised to the 3/4th power [17].
4. Entity Linking105
Given a document d containing a set of pre-tagged mentions {m1,m2, ...,mN},
EL aims to find a set of referential entities {e1, e2, ..., eN} in KB. Generally, EL
could be divided into two steps: candidate entity generation and ranking. Can-
didate entities are usually generated based on a dictionary. We mainly describe
the ranking algorithm in this section. Algorithm 1 shows a skeleton of our EL110
method.
Input: mention set M = {m1,m2, ...,mn}
1 Learning word and entity embeddings
2 Generating candidate entity set C = {c1, c2, ..., cn}
3 Constructing features of each pair (mi, c
k
i ),mi ∈M , cki ∈ ci, ci ∈ C
4 Training PBRT with constructed features on training dataset
5 Applying trained PBRT on test dataset
Output: predicted entity set E
Algorithm 1: The skeleton of our EL method. In step 2, ci represents a
list of candidate entities of corresponding mention mi.
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4.1. Pairwise Ranking Model
EL could be treated as a learning to rank (L2R) problem. Given a query
mention, a ranking algorithm assigns each candidate entity a ranking score, and115
the one with the highest score is chosen as the referential entity. However, we do
not intend to investigate various L2R methods for EL in this paper. Shen et al.
[18] treat EL as a pairwise ranking problem, and put forward a method based
on ranking SVM. Yamada et al. [6] use GBRT with a pointwise loss function
to rank candidate entities. Given a mention, it would usually generate many120
candidate entities but at most one true referential entity, so pointwise ranking
methods may come across the label bias problem. In this paper, we adopt a
supervised model PBRT for ranking candidate entities, and construct a set of
features which would be introduced in the next section.
4.2. Features125
4.2.1. Entity Prior Probability
Each mention mi has a set of candidate entities {c1i , c2i , ..., cki }. Each can-
didate entity cki is assigned with a prior probability which is computed as
P (cki |mi) = |mi → cki |/|mi|, where |mi| represents the frequency of anchors
with the same surface form as mention mi and |mi → cki | is the count of mi130
linked to candidate entity cki .
4.2.2. Textual Context
Given a mention mi, its textual context vector vtc(mi) is computed as the
average of context word embeddings
vtc(mi) =
1
|tc(mi)|
∑
w∈tc(mi)
vw (11)
where tc(mi) represents textual context of mi and we use all noun words in
current document. As SJLM and BJLM both produce embeddings, there are
two types of similarities. Given a candidate entity cki of mi, textual context
9
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similarity between cki and mi is computed as
sim(mi, c
k
i ) =
v
>
cki
vtc(mi) for SJLM
v>
cki
MBvtc(mi) for BJLM
(12)
4.2.3. Entity Coherence
Entity coherence has been shown as an effective feature in previous work
[19], but exhaustive entity coherence computation is a NP hard problem. We
pick out unambiguous entities whose embeddings are averaged to derive the
context entity vector
vec(mi) =
1
|ec(mi)|
∑
e∈ec(mi)
ve (13)
where ec(mi) represents context entities of mi and we use unambiguous entities.135
We consider an entity unambiguous if its prior probability is greater than 0.95.
Given a candidate entity cki of mi, coherence between c
k
i and ec(mi) is computed
as coh(cki , ec(mi)) = v
>
cki
vec(mi).
4.2.4. Entity Importance
We construct a graph G whose nodes are mention-entity pairs. Given two140
nodes (mi, c
k
i ) and (mj , c
l
j), the edge weight is computed as v
>
cki
vclj . Two nodes
are connected in G only when the candidate entities are linked in Wikipedia
link structure. We run the PPR algorithm [13] on G. Each node is assigned
with a score which is treated as an importance score for each candidate entity
embedded in current node.145
4.2.5. Salient Entity Support
Human beings usually pay more attention to some key context words or
entities when understanding an entity in a document, and attention is one such
mechanism. Globerson et al. [20] introduce a coherence model with a multi-
focal attention mechanism. We design a feature to model information of the K
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most relative context entities via an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) model,
which could be considered as a hard attention constraint on context entities.∑
i
∑
k
[αxki sim(mi, c
k
i ) + β
∑
j 6=i
yji,kssmj (c
k
i )] (14)
s.t. xki ∈ {0, 1} , ∀i
∑
k
xki = 1
yji,k ∈ {0, 1} , ∀i,k
∑
j
yji,k = K (15)
yji,k ≤ xki , α+ β = 1
where xki and y
j
i,k are binary variables to be solved. Score sim(mi, c
k
i ) is textual
context similarity. Score ssmj (c
k
i ) is computed as (
∑
l pp(c
l
j)v
>
clj
vcki )/|clj |, where
pp(clj) is the prior probability to choose candidate entity c
l
j given mention mj ,
and |clj | denotes the total number of candidate entities of mj . In experiments,150
K is tuned to 3, α is set to 0.3 and β is set to 0.7 empirically.
4.2.6. Other Features
In addition to above-mentioned features, we also use some features referring
to [6], including Wikipedia entity popularity, the maximum prior probability of
a candidate entity of all mentions in current document, the number of candidate155
entities for a mention. Let Smi denote the surface of mention mi, and Tcki denote
the title of candidate entity cki . We construct several string features including
edit distance between Smi and Tcki , whether Tcki equals to or contains Smi ,
whether Tcki starts with or ends with Smi .
5. Experiments160
In this section, we describe experimental settings and results. We first il-
lustrate how to train the proposed embedding models. Then, we describe ex-
perimental details on two standard EL datasets. Finally, we give an analysis of
experimental results.
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5.1. Training for Embedding Models165
SJLM and BJLM are both trained on English Wikipedia dump (20151102
version). We use JWPL [21] toolkit to parse dump files. Redirect and disam-
biguation pages are removed. All page titles are treated as referential entities
in KB. All anchors in pages are replaced with titles via Wikipedia links, and all
numbers are spelt out. After a pre-processing step, we obtain about 2 billion170
words and 63 million entities. Words occurred less than five times are discarded
during training process. Finally we learn about 2.4 million word embeddings
and 3 million entity embeddings.
Most parameters of SJLM and BJLM are the same. The context window
size is 10, and the number of negative samples is 15. Both models iterate once175
in the given training corpus with a learning rate 0.025. The noise distributions
of words and entities are both unigram distributions raised to the 3/4th power.
The word embedding dimension is set to 100. The only different parameter is
entity embedding dimension which is set to 120 for BJLM while 100 for SJLM.
In addition, BJLM has a projection matrix MB ∈ R120×100. It costs almost180
12 hours for training BJLM and 10 hours for training SJLM without GPU
Acceleration. Here is our training machine : Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2620.
5.2. Entity Linking
5.2.1. Evaluation Dataset
CoNLL: The CoNLL dataset [5] consists of training, development and test185
sets, which contains 946, 215 and 231 documents respectively. Each occurrence
of a mention is annotated with an entity or a NIL. We report the standard micro-
and macro- accuracies of the top-ranked candidate entities on the test dataset.
We use a publicly available dictionary [12] to generate candidate entities.
TAC-KBP 2010: The TAC-KBP 2010 dataset [22] consists of 1453 training190
document and 2231 test documents. Most documents contain one query mention
annotated with an entity or a NIL. We report the micro-accuracies of the top-
ranked candidate entities on the test dataset. We utilize the Stanford NER [23]
toolkit to recognize named entities in documents as context query mentions. A
12
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key-value dictionary is constructed from Wikipedia’s articles, redirect pages and195
disambiguation pages for candidate entity generation. All anchors are extracted
as keys, and corresponding Wikipedia titles are extracted as values.
5.2.2. KB and Candidate Entity Generation
We use the 20151102 version of Wikipedia as our KB. Mentions in TAC-KBP
2010 dataset are annotated to Freebase, and we map the annotations to our200
KB. Due to the evolution of Wikipedia, some annotated entities are already not
available in KB on both datasets. We retain the mentions with valid entities for
evaluation. A third dictionary is used to generate candidate entities on CoNLL
dataset, and Table 1 shows the statistics information. For TAC-KBP 2010, we
generate candidate entities with a constructed dictionary, and retain the top205
50 candidate entities ranked by prior probability. Table 2 shows the statistics
information of TAC-KBP 2010 dataset.
DS M MR GR U CCE
Training 946 23396 18425 17677 4322 238855
Development 215 5904 4773 4509 1115 63276
Test 231 5616 4451 4321 961 63345
Table 1: Statistics information of candidate entity generation on CoNLL dataset. DS is the
size of the dataset. M is the total number of mentions. MR is the count of mentions with at
least an candidate entity. GR is the count of mentions with a valid candidate entity. U is the
count of mentions with only one candidate entity. CCE is the count of all candidate entities
for all mentions.
DS M MR GR U CCE
Training 1453 1500 1074 1028 147 24242
Test 2231 2250 1018 953 130 20429
Table 2: Statistics information of candidate entity generation on TAC-KBP 2010 dataset.
As shown in two tables, about 20.7% of mentions on CoNLL test dataset
and 54.8% of mentions on TAC-KBP 2010 test dataset are not linkable in the
13
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KB. The third dictionary gets a recall of 0.971 on the CoNLL test dataset, and210
the averaged ambiguity (CCE/GR) is 14.66. Our constructed dictionary gets a
recall of 0.936 on TAC-KBP 2010 test dataset with a averaged ambiguity 21.4.
5.2.3. Baseline Models
We put forward a baseline EL model PBRTS , which is trained with features
constructed with embeddings learned by SJLM. Besides PBRTS , we choose215
other three state-of-the-art methods as baselines.
• Gloverson et al. [20] put forward a coherence model with a multi-focal
attention mechanism.
• PPRSim [12] is a graph-based EL approach based on Personalized PageR-
ank.220
• Yamada et al. [6] propose a joint embedding model, and utilize a GBRT
model to rank candidate entities.
5.2.4. Experimental Results
We propose an EL model PBRTB . Different from PBRTS , PBRTB is trained
on features constructed with embeddings learned by BJLM. Table 3 shows ex-225
perimental results on two datasets. PBRTB achieves a micro-accuracy of 0.938
and macro-accuracy of 0.935 on CoNLL dataset, and micro-accuracy of 0.881
on TAC-KBP 2010 dataset. It shows PBRTB outperforms baselines on both
datasets.
5.3. Analysis230
In this section, we analyse experimental results, prediction errors, features
and parameters. We present a detailed analysis on CoNLL dataset. As for TAC-
KBP 2010 dataset, we draw similar conclusion and would not go into details.
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CoNLL CoNLL TAC10
(micro) (macro) (micro)
PBRTB 0.938 0.935 0.881
PBRTS 0.932 0.929 0.865
Yamada et al. 0.931 0.926 0.855
PPRSim 0.918 0.899 -
Gloverson et al. 0.927 - 0.872
Table 3: Results on CoNLL and TAC-KBP 2010 test datasets.
5.3.1. Result Analysis
As shown in Table 3, PBRTB outperforms PBRTS with small margins, how-235
ever the results are statistically significant. For further comparison of the em-
beddings learned by BJLM and SJLM, we conduct two experiments on CoNLL
dataset. We train two PBRT models with only two features: textual context
and salient entity, which are both directly constructed with embeddings. We
achieve micro-accuracies of 0.900 for the BJLM based model and 0.891 for the240
SJLM based model. BJLM maps entities and words into different distribution
spaces, so there are three types of information interaction during the embedding
training process: word-word, entity-entity and word-entity. As for SJLM, entity
and word embeddings interact with each other directly. Compared with SJLM,
BJLM learns more fine-grained and representative embeddings which improve245
EL performance.
In order to explore the function of the pairwise loss objective, we run a point-
wise boosting regression tress model with the same input features as PBRTB .
Finally we achieve a micro-accuracy of 0.927 which is one percentage worse than
the result of PBRTB . The result shows a pairwise objective works better than250
a pointwise objective, because the latter may encounter the label bias problem.
We also modify Yamada et al.’s method with a pairwise loss objective, and
achieve a micro-accuracy of 0.930, which performs a little worse than PBRTS .
SJLM and Yamada et al.’s embedding method have a similar learning mecha-
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nism, and the difference of performance is mainly caused by the different used255
features. Gloverson et al.’s method and PPRSim both only utilize entity coher-
ence without considering textual information, which perform relatively poor.
5.3.2. Error Analysis
We divide errors into three categories, and pick out typical errors for analysis.
Errors of first type are caused by coarse-grained context words. For exam-260
ple, given a sentence with a mention Japan: “Late goals give Japan win over
Syria.”, the true entity is Japan national football team, while the prediction is
Japan. Human beings could understand the entity via context words, e.g. goals
and win. We computed similarities between two words and candidate entities:
sim(Japan, goals) = 5.01 and sim(Japan,win) = 4.49. For entity Japan na-265
tional football team, similarities are: 15.08 and 12.31 respectively. As expected,
the latter entity gets higher scores. However, the textual context feature uses
all noun words, which is more coarse-grained than local context words and may
introduce noise. What’s more, the prior probability of Japan is high enough
(0.98) to affect the prediction.270
Errors of the second type are caused by common sense. For instance, a
sentence “Barbarians-15- Tim Stimpson(England) ... ”, the mention England
has two candidate entities England national rugby union team and England.
Context information is limited here, but we could infer the sentence talks about
nationality when England comes after a name. It is a challenge for computers275
to understand common sense.
Errors of the last type are also caused by common sense, but more difficult.
Considering the mention Mexico in the sentence “Santa Fe has mining and
exploration operations in Nevada, California, Montana, Canada, Brazil, Aus-
tralia, Chile, Kazakstan, Mexico and Ghana.”, it is even hard for human beings280
to tell whether the mention represents Mexico or Mexico City without external
information, and both candidate entities are rational. Considering the preceding
Canada, it is more likely to choose Mexico rather than Mexico City. However,
this process of using common sense for decision is a challenge for computers.
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We consider it feasible to introduce an attention mechanism to model context285
information to solve the first type of errors, and we would study this in our future
work. However, it is more challenging to solve the last two types of errors, which
need resort to common sense to understand sentences more appropriately.
5.3.3. Feature and Parameter Analysis
We analyse the importance of different features used in PBRTB . We first290
compute the number of correct predictions for every single feature, and then
normalize these numbers to 1. Figure 3 shows feature importance scores.
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Figure 3: Feature importance analysis of PBRTB on CoNLL/AIDA dataset. Features are
listed on the horizontal axis in a descending order ranked by their corresponding importance
scores.
The most important feature is salient entity. It is rational for human-beings
to understand an entity with only considering a few relative entities while not
all other entities in a document. Feature salient entity is mainly designed with295
this intuition, and it is similar to the attention mechanism. As shown in Figure
3, some conventional features (popularity, edit-distance, max-prior-probability)
are useful, but the traditional dominant feature prior probability is weakened in
our method. The least important features are string-boolean features, and edit
distance feature simulates the function of string-boolean features to some degree.300
Words are of equal importance and entities are weighted by prior probabilities
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in current constructed features. However, this kind of weighting mechanism is
coarse-grained. We consider it more appropriate to learn weights of context
words and entities via a learning process.
We investigate two parameters: embedding dimension and salient entity305
number K. We run PBRTB based on three groups of embeddings: a) word
embedding / 50 and entity embedding / 60; b) word embedding / 100 and entity
embedding / 120; c) word embedding / 200 and entity embedding / 250, and
find that there are no significant difference of the experimental results, which
illustrates embedding dimension is not a key factor in the final performance.310
We conduct experiments with salient entity number K = (1, 3, 5, 10), and
find K = 3 works best. It is intuitively rational because it is enough to refer to
three context entities for human beings to understand an entity. More context
entities are redundant, and sometimes would introduce noise instead.
6. Conclusion315
In this paper, we propose a novel bilinear joint learning model (BJLM).
BJLM simultaneously learns word and entity embeddings which are located in
different distributed spaces, and uses a bilinear mapping to solve the semantic
gap. The learned embeddings are used to construct a series of features which
are fed to PBRT together with conventional EL features. Each candidate en-320
tity is assigned with a ranking score, and the entity with the highest score is
chosen as the true referential entity. We achieve the state-of-the-art results on
two standard EL datasets. Experimental results show BJLM produces effective
embeddings which improve the performance of our EL method.
However, we also come across some challenges. First, it is more appropri-325
ate to weight context words and entities through a learning process instead of
empirical ways. Second, in our experiments the dataset scale is small, and the
documents are of normal length. It would come across new problems if datasets
have large scale or the documents are very lengthy (e.g. e-books) [24]. We
would study these challenges in our future work.330
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